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ABSTRACT

The scientific study of artistic and cultural heritage objects have been routinely performed in Europe and the 
United States for decades. In Brazil this research area is growing, mainly through the use of physical and 
chemical characterization methods. Since 2003 the Group of Applied Physics with Particle Accelerators of the 
Physics Institute of the University of São Paulo (GFAA-IF) has been working with various methodologies for 
material characterization and analysis of cultural objects. Initially using ion beam analysis performed with 
’’Particle Induced X-Ray Emission” (PIXE), ’’Rutherford Backscattering” (RBS) and recently Ion Beam Induced 
Luminescence (IBIL), for the determination of the elements and chemical compounds in the surface layers. 
These techniques are widely used in the Laboratory of Materials Analysis with Ion Beams (LAMFI-USP). 
Recently, the GFAA expanded the studies to other possibilities of analysis enabled by imaging techniques that 
coupled with elemental and compositional characterization provide a better understanding on the materials and 
techniques used in the creative process in the manufacture of objects. The imaging analysis, mainly used to 
examine and document artistic and cultural heritage objects, are performed through images with visible light, 
infrared reflectography (IR), fluorescence with ultraviolet radiation (UV), tangential light and digital 
radiography. Expanding more the possibilities of analysis, new capabilities were added using portable 
equipment such as “Energy Dispersive X-Ray Fluorescence” (ED-XRF) and “Raman Spectroscopy” that can be 
used for analysis “in situ” at the museums. The results of these analyzes are providing valuable information on 
the manufacturing process and have provided new information on objects of different University of São Paulo 
museums. Improving the arsenal of cultural heritage analysis it was recently constructed an 3D robotic stage for 
the precise positioning of samples in the external beam setup at LAMFI. Completely developed in the LAMFI 
laboratory this robotic stage enables 5-pm precision of positioning of samples in the external beam line. Due to 
high resolution it is possible to produce elemental maps of large areas of any kind of samples. This is the unique 
device for multi-technique analysis on mapping of large areas using ion beams.

INTRODUCTION

Archaeometry is an area of interdisciplinary research involving the development and use of 
physical and chemical methods to answer specific questions for the better knowledge on 
objects produced by different societies along the history. This systematical analysis can 
reveals and identifies the materials and technologies used in the past. It also could help in a 
better understanding of the historical processes of population migration, cultural 
characteristics and additionally provides more grounded parameters for preservation and 
conservation of cultural heritage objects for museologists and restorers.
The use of non-destructive methods (with no sampling) is very suitable in the archeometry 
studies allowing the analysis of different kind of objects maintaining its integrity. Several 
techniques have being used for characterization and studies of the cultural heritage objects. 
An abundant quantity of methodologies covers great part of the electromagnetic spectrum, 
ranging from the analysis with gamma and x-ray radiation going through the ultraviolet, 
visible and infrared regions. Together, all this techniques are powerful to give valuable
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information on the elemental composition as well as on conservation status and in some cases 
on the creative processes performed by the artists.
The scientific investigation in art and cultural heritage objects on the museum collections has 
grown in Brazil in the recent years. At the moment, several research groups in Brazil have 
been working applying various methodologies for characterization and analysis. Particularly 
since 2003 the Group of Applied Physics with Particle Accelerators (GFAA) of the Physics 
Institute of the University of São Paulo (USP) [1] has been working with various 
methodologies for characterization and analysis that include those using ion beam analysis 
techniques such as "Particle Induced X-Ray Emission" (PIXE), "Rutherford Backscattering" 
(RBS) for determining the elements and chemical compounds in the surface layers in the 
Materials Analysis Laboratory for Ion Beams (LAMFI-USP) [2]. In 2012 it was created the 
Applied Physics Center to Study Artistic and Historical Heritage Objects (called NAP- 
FAEPAH) [3], in partnership with archaeologists, curators, historians, conservators and 
restorers. All the activities were supported by USP. All the studies performed by this center 
are being conducted in collaboration with the different museums of the University of São 
Paulo such as the Museu de Arte Contemporânea (MAC-USP), Museu Paulista (MP-USP), 
Museu de Arqueologia e Etnologia (MAE- USP) and Instituto de Estudos Brasileiros (IEB- 
USP). The aim of this center is the systematic analysis of the historical and cultural heritage 
objects of their collections.

This systematic analysis in the museum collections in São Paulo and its results shall be useful 
to historians, curators, conservators and restorers for a better knowledge on the art object and 
its history, but also in the determination and definition of the technical conditions for a 
preventive conservation, restoration and preservation of the cultural heritage material. 
Another purpose of this systematical research is the creation of databases with valuable 
information on materials, pigments and manufacturing procedure techniques of the various 
artists present in the museum collection. In this paper we present some cases of study where 
different physical and chemical techniques are being applied to the study of cultural heritage

METHODOLOGY: PROPOSITIONS ON THE APPROACH

Archeometry is based on a heavy interdisciplinary work among specialists of different areas 
with specific communication protocols, different methodologies and jargons. In this 
multidisciplinary work, questions usually come from historians, conservationists or restorers 
seeking for answers to specific questions about the object under study. For the best 
performance, especially for a better dialogue, it is necessary to establish a common language 
between researchers from disparate fields, like physics, chemistry, arts, history, museology, 
conservation, restoration, among others. The analyzes generally used to study and 

| characterize the art, archaeological and historical cultural heritage objects, should follow the 
proposals made by Lahanier [4] that suggests a common approach for all the analytical 

| methods:.
• Respect to the physical integrity of the object. Several experts are prioritizing methods of 
investigations with analyzes that do not result in any damage to the object, and usually prefer 
the methods that completely eliminate the withdrawal of samples;
• Be fast. Many objects are sensitive to some kinds of analysis and are difficult to handle;
• Be universal. So that it can be applied in various materials and objects of any size or shape, 
with a minimum of pre-treatment and the results should be compared between institutions;
• Be versatile. The analysis can provide information of general heterogeneity of the object;
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• Possess high sensitivity. It is expected for the techniques to be able to determine low 
concentrations of various elements simultaneously to thereby determine the main elements 
that may serve as fingerprints for these materials;
• Be multielemental. Being able to determine the majority of the chemical elements 
simultaneously important for determining the chemical composition of different materials 
such as minerals, glass, ceramics, paper, wood, corrosion layers on metallic objects, 
paintings, etc.

Additionally, the group proposes some general suggestions of procedures for the scientific 
research and divides it into three basic steps that consist on visual examinations, analysis “in 
situ” or in laboratory with non-destructive techniques and finally micro-analysis of some 
specific points (in some cases it may be micro destructive). The application of the proposed 
procedure of study should depend on the needed information, and can be integrally or 
partially performed. All of the suggested steps of analysis are schematically presented in 
figure 1.

Methodologies Proposed

Step 1 : Visual Examination

Step 2 : non destructive analysis,
\

Step 3 : semi-destructive 
Microscopic analysis

Images with visible light, 
IR. UV. radiogranhv

Exams with optical 
microscope_______

Analysis “in situ” with 
portable equipment as XRF 
Raman, FTIR

Exams in the laboratory with 
accelerator as PIXE, PIGE,RBS,IBIL

Samples of some strategic 
points________________

Exams with SEM-EDS, TEM, 
1R. FTIR. chromatography

Figure 1: Diagram with the suggested procedure for the scientific analysis research of
cultural heritage objects.

2.1. Visual Examination: First step of the analysis

The use of imaging has played an important role in science-and-art interface, because they 
are extremely useful to examine and document the conservation status of the artistic and 
cultural heritage objects and should be performed as a first step of the study.

Some objects may appear somewhat different compared to the period of its creation. These 
changes may have occurred naturally or due to human interventions. Systematic examinations
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with imaging techniques can reveal the changes that have occurred over time. The study of 
the artist creative process is possible by the observation of underlying drawings, 
"pentimenti", etc., [5,6]. Additionally, restoration interventions can be cataloged and it is also 
useful to assist in authenticity processes.

Scientific research does not eliminate the traditional analysis made by experts, researchers 
and art historians, but it is an extraordinary tool that can supplement such information.

In the analysis process with imaging techniques, are used photographs with visible light that 
are obtained with a high resolution digital camera and filters attached to the lens. An 
illumination system, composed by halogen and tungsten lamps, allows for not just good 
quality images, but also variance in the obtained information. This is suitable to register, 
document and digitalize the images for cataloging the studies.

2.1.1. Image analysis (step 1)

Several images analysis may be applied to different studies, differing by the spectrum of the 
illumination. For the specific case of images with visible light (in the region of 400 to 780 nm 
wavelength), it is possible the registration of the palette of colors as well as the current state 
of conservation of the artwork. Figure 2 shows the visible image of an oil painting by the 
Italian painter, Mario Sironi, from the Museum of Contemporary Art (MAC-USP) [7]. This 
painting (an oil on canvas on wood) is particularly interesting due to the paintings on both 
sides of the artwork.

Figure 2: Full visible light image of the artwork “Paisagem” by Mario Sironi (1946, oil 
on canvas on wood painting, 53,9x74,2cm) of the Museu de Arte Contemporânea -  

MAC/USP collection. The marked points indicate the PIXE analyses performed [7].

The visible fluorescence photography with ultraviolet radiation (UV -  region 340-400 nm) is 
useful to record the fluorescence induced by UV radiation that emerges from the material and 
its results may reveal information on details which are not visible to naked eye. The UV 
fluorescence manifests itself in the form of visible light that tends to higher frequencies, such 
as shades of violet, which are characteristic of certain materials. The UV light analysis may 
be able to provide the first qualitative evaluation of morphological and chemical properties of 
surfaces of the object and allows for observing recent interventions or alterations in the 
polychromies. The UV analysis also helps the differentiation of new pigments on pictorial 
layer of the old ones, by the changes of the observed fluorescence color. These analyses
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applied to the easel painting “Paisagem” by Mario Sironi, reveal points with dark violet color 
as shown in Figure 3. In this figure is possible to see that the smooth violet hues are probably 
the oldest interventions performed (A), while intense dark violet tones are due to recent 
interventions (one example in point B). The use of this UV light imaging technique is 
especially important to choose the points to be analyzed by other techniques for example 
PIXE, XRF or Raman as suggested on phase 2 at Figure 1. These analyses can help a better 
selection of the original pigments and the restored ones.

Figure 3: UV image of the artwork “Paisagem” by Mario Sironi (1946, oil on canvas on 
wood painting, 53,9x74,2cm) of the Museu de Arte Contemporânea -  MAC/USP 
collection. Region A and B show examples of different regions of interventions.

The infrared reflectography is also a non-destructive optical technique able to study an object 
by viewing the underlying layers of polychrome [8]. In this technique only radiation on the 
near infrared region of the electromagnetic spectrum (400 -  900 nm) is used to penetrate into 
the paint layers. If the upper layers are transparent to IR, this technique offers the possibility 
to visualize and discover the initial drawings of the artist. Also this technique is useful to 
reveal "pentimenti" and areas of retouches. The infrared reflectance images were performed 
with a special digital camera with a CCD sensor sensitive to IR radiation and filters. Figure 4 
shows the visible and IR digital image of the painting “Nu inacabado” by Felice Casorati 
(1943, oil painting, 84,8x55,2cm) of the Museu de Arte Contemporanêa -  MAC/USP 
collection [9].
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Figure 4: Visible (left) and IR (right) images of the artwork “Nu inacabado” by Felice 
Casorati (1943, oil painting, 84,8x55,2cm) of the Museu de Arte Contemporanêa -  

MAC/USP collection [9]. The marks A,B,C and D exemplify some results of the IR.

Using the IR image it is possible to observe some details that are not clearly visible at naked 
eye. The traces in the observed IR image are thicker and present a stronger outlining of the 
contours of the objects (A and D) and the character in the painting (C). This IR image also 
allows a better visualization of a second character in this paining (B), abolished by the painter 
in the final artwork, revealing details of the creative process of the artist [9].

2.1.1. Non destructive analysis (step 2)

PIXE, ED-XRF and Raman analysis are routinely performed, and helped the identification of 
pigments and could be performed both, in the laboratory or ”in situ”, depending on the object 
characteristics and the questions about the object to answer. These techniques allow the 
analysis of elements and chemical composition of the pigments, revealing the palette used by 
the artist in each work. Particularly the artwork exemplified in Figure 2 is a good study case 
of PIXE application due to the comparison on both sides of the painting. The use of ion 
beams allows the study of pigments on each side of the object avoiding signals from the 
opposite side, since the proton beam has an analytical range of few microns in the ink layer.

In-air external beam PIXE analyses were performed at LAMFI [2] in the “Paisagem” by 
Mario Sironi as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: PIXE measurements performed at LAMFI in the artwork “Paisagem” by 
Mario Sironi (1946,, oil on canvas on wood painting, 53,9x74,2cm) of the Museu de Arte

Contemporânea -  MAC/USP collection.

On the Figure 6 is possible to observe a typical PIXE spectra obtained from two different 
points of the front panel of this painting. In this figure the black line was obtained in the point 
“P3” (see figure 2) that corresponds to a white color, and shows a high amount of Zinc. It is 
also possible to see Barium indicating the presence of Lithopone or White Zinc pigment. The 
red line corresponds to a point with darker color measured on “P2” (see figure 2), showing 
the presence of Ca, Fe and Cr, suggesting a mixture of pigments.

Channel
Figure 6: PIXE external beam spectra obtained for two different point of the front side 
of painting “Paisagem” by Mario Sironi. Red line corresponds to a dark point P2 and 

black line corresponds to a white color point P3.

In both spectra it is possible to observe the presence of Calcium but, when comparing its 
quantities found on the front relative to back panels; it is possible to establish a clear 
difference on both sides. Figure 7 shows a column plot of Calcium analyzed in each point on 
front and back side. The bars correspond to the relative area of the calcium k-alpha peak 
normalized to the sample irradiation dose. It becomes clear in the plot the differences on the
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amount of Calcium in both sides of the painting, suggesting the use of a Calcium preparation 
base in the wood surface in the back side.

Analysed Points

Figure 7: Column plot -of normalized areas for Calcium for each analyzed point on 
front side (f) and back side (b) of painting “Paisagem” by Mario Sironi. Back side of

the panel has a higher amount of calcium.

Portable X Ray Fluorescence (PXRF) measurements are usually applied in cases that are 
impracticable or even impossible to move the object to the laboratory. This technique also 
allows the identification of the elements present on the material, as exemplified by PIXE 
before, but with the advantage that can be performed “in situ”. One example of the 
application of PXRF is the study of the Aligi Sassu painting, belonging to the Museu de Arte 
Contemporanêa collection (MAC/USP), which is presented in figure 8. The analyses were 
executed in the conservation laboratory at MAC with the goal of identifying the pigments 
used by the painter and to help the restores in the restoration and conservation process of the 
painting. One of the difficulties of this study is the state of the painting preservation. The 
painting presents a high damage degree with many areas with lack of polychrome as can be 
seen on Figure 8.

Figure 8. Right: PXRF measurements being performed in the Aligi Sassu artwork 
belonged to the Museu de Arte Contemporanêa -  MAC/USP collection. Left: Points of

the EDXRF measurements performed.
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On the painting were identified nine different colors: red, pink, yellow, orange, green, blue, 
brown, black and white. The assignment of a color for each measured point is not quite 
simple some of them are mixtures of different colors giving different nuances and shades. 
Examples of the presence of the elements in the colors are shown in Figure 9. The analysis 
indicated the presence of Cobalt in the blue and Chromium in the green colors. Also the 
results show that the brown color is based on a Fe pigment. The elements Zn, Ba and Pb were 
identified in all measured points.

Measured color point

Figure 9: Column plot of relative areas for Cobalt, Iron and Chromium from different
color on Aligi Sassu painting.

Currently, at LAMFI [2] a new setup for imaging capabilities of large areas was developed by 
the combination of a sub-millimeter beam with a large range XYZ robotic stage. Using this 
setup it is possible to produce large-areas elemental maps of paintings, ceramics, stones, 
fossils, and other sort of samples. Differently from the micro and nanobeam approach, where 
the sample is kept steady and the beam is used to scan the sample, in the LAMFI milli or sub- 
millibeam setup the beam is kept steady and the sample is rastered by the beam. Figure 10 
exemplifies the external beam setup as well as the robotic XYZ table. The joint interpretation 
of data obtained by 2 x-ray detectors, 1 particle particle, 1 spectrophotometer, and 1 HpGe 
detector for energetic x-ray provides the wide range of elements that can be quantified under 
low level amounts in virtually any kind of sample, with the advantage of no special sample 
preparation requirements.
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Figure 10: External beam setup with the XYZ robotic stage.

The advantage of this technique is that the high-sensitivity provided by PIXE, allied to the 
high-precision stage can provide information on the correlation of the elemental concentration 
and its position in the surface under analysis. This can bring more information on the sample 
in what concerns diffusion, elemental substitutions, degradation process, etc. As an example, 
Figure 11 shows the elemental map of the element Sn (which is usually related to glaze in 
ceramics), on a tile used to decorate historical buildings during the beginning of the 19th 
century [10]. The color scale indicates a contrast of concentration; red regions have higher 
amounts while blue regions have lower amounts. I it possible to observe that there are some 
regions in the blue pigment that contain lower amounts of Sn, probably indicating degradation 
on the thickness of the glaze material. This fact is not observed in the white region probably 
due to adhesion issues.

Figure 11 -  Glaze on decorative tile dating the 19th century and the respectively Sn mapping
performed at FAMFI.
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3. CONCLUSIONS

The methodologies of non-destructive techniques, such as imaging and elemental analysis 
have allowed the study of different materials reliable for cultural heritage objects. The 
systematically study helps a better understanding of the artwork and does not intend to 
eliminate the traditional analysis made by skilled researchers and art historians. In fact, this 
collaboration aims a better collaboration with this specialist in order to improve the 
knowledge of cultural heritage objects and support the conservation and restoration process. 
All the information obtained in this present work was useful to understand the object and its 
manufacture process, contributing to create a database of the specific characteristic of the 
object and the artist. As a matter of fact, this methodology can also be applied to investigate 
different works from different periods created by the same artist in order to attempt to 
validate the authorship of a specific cultural heritage objects. Finally, the EDXRF and PIXE 
measurements were used complementarily to identify the presence of the elements in the 
objects in the laboratory or “in situ”. Specifically, the PIXE technique in the mapping mode 
is becoming a strong non-destructive analytical tool to study macro objects giving 
information of the distribution and the correlation of the elements.
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